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a b s t r a c t
Theories of speciﬁc phobias consider classical conditioning as a central mechanism in the pathogenesis and
maintenance of the disorder. Although the neuronal network underlying human fear conditioning is
understood in considerable detail, no study to date has examined the neuronal correlates of fear conditioning
directly in patients with speciﬁc phobias. Using functional magnet resonance imaging (fMRI) we investigated
conditioned responses using phobia-relevant and non-phobia-relevant unconditioned stimuli in patients
with speciﬁc phobias (n = 15) and healthy controls (n = 14) by means of a differential picture–picture
conditioning paradigm: three neutral geometric ﬁgures (conditioned stimuli) were followed by either
pictures of spiders, highly aversive scenes or household items (unconditioned stimuli), respectively.
Enhanced activations within the fear network (medial prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala,
insula and thalamus) were observed in response to the phobia-related conditioned stimulus. Further, spider
phobic subjects displayed higher amygdala activation in response to the phobia-related conditioned stimulus
than to the non-phobia-related conditioned stimulus. Moreover, no differences between patients and
healthy controls emerged regarding the non-phobia-related conditioned stimulus. The results imply that
learned phobic fear is based on exaggerated responses in structures belonging to the fear network and
emphasize the importance of the amygdala in the processing of phobic fear. Further, altered responding of
the fear network in patients was only observed in response to the phobia-related conditioned stimulus but
not to the non-phobia-related conditioned stimulus indicating no differences in general conditionability
between patients with speciﬁc phobias and healthy controls.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Speciﬁc phobias are among the most common anxiety disorders
with a lifetime prevalence of about 10% (Fyer, 1998). A speciﬁc phobia is
characterized as a “marked and persistent fear that is excessive and
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unreasonable, cued by the presence or anticipation of a speciﬁc object or
situation” (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Classical fear
conditioning is assumed to be an important mechanism in the
pathogenesis of speciﬁc phobias (e.g. Antony and Barlow, 2002; Armﬁeld,
2006; Mineka and Zinbarg, 2006; Mineka and Oehlberg, 2008). Classical
fear conditioning describes the process by which an initially neutral
stimulus (conditioned stimulus, CS) acquires emotional quality through
the pairing with an emotionally salient aversive stimulus (unconditioned
stimulus, UCS). After few pairings the CS elicits alterations in various
behavioral and physiological measures (conditioned responses; CR), such
as skin conductance responses (SCRs), startle amplitudes, brain activity
and changes in valence in subjective evaluations (e.g. Büchel and Dolan,
2000; de Houwer et al., 2001; Hamm and Weike, 2005; Klucken et al.,
2009a; Lang et al., 1998). Imaging studies typically utilize differential fear
conditioning paradigms, in which a second unpaired CS (CS−) serves as
control stimulus. The CR is then operationalized as the difference of
responses to CS+ and CS−. Although a large body of research has led to a
quite sophisticated understanding of the neuronal mechanisms underlying fear conditioning in animals and healthy control subjects, no study
to date has examined the neuronal correlates of fear conditioning directly
in patients with speciﬁc phobias.
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Regarding the neuronal correlates of conditioned fear, animal and
human studies identiﬁed the amygdala as a key region within a
neuronal network of fear learning and expression (e.g. Büchel and
Dolan, 2000; LaBar and LeDoux, 1996; LeDoux, 2000; Phan et al., 2004).
Further, recent imaging studies point to the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), the insula, the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC) and the thalamus as neuronal correlates of conditioned
fear responses (for a review see Sehlmeyer et al., 2009).
Imaging studies concerning fear elicitation in phobic patients have
focussed mainly on symptom provocation, i.e. the confrontation with
videoclips or pictures of their feared object (e.g. Dilger et al., 2003;
Schienle et al., 2005; Veltman et al., 2004). A current meta-analysis of
these studies documents exaggerated activations in the amygdala, the
insula and the cingulate cortex in phobic patients (Etkin and Wager,
2007). In addition, two studies investigated phobic fear using
anticipation paradigms (i.e. subjects were instructed that phobiarelevant material would follow a certain cue): An early positron
emission tomography study found decreased regional cerebral blood
ﬂow in primary visual areas, which was interpreted as a neuronal
correlate of avoidance behavior (Wik et al., 1996). A more recent study
reported enhanced BOLD responses in the ACC, the insula, the thalamus
and the fusiform gyrus (Straube et al., 2007). In addition, the strength of
BOLD responses was correlated with self-reported anticipatory anxiety
in the ACC and the mPFC. Taken together, these results implicate that
phobic fear is based on exaggerated responses in structures that are also
involved in fear conditioning in healthy controls.
Although it is of great relevance for the treatment of speciﬁc
phobias to understand the neuronal correlates of fear learning
processes elicited by phobia-relevant UCS, to our best knowledge no
study to date has targeted this issue. To extend the current knowledge
in this area we developed a novel conditioning paradigm using the
picture–picture conditioning approach. Subjects were exposed to
three different CS-types: One CS (CS+S) was paired with phobiarelevant pictures (spiders), a second CS (CS+A) with highly aversive
scenes (e.g. mutilations) and a third CS (CS−) with neutral pictures
(e.g. household items). The primary goal of the study was to examine
the correlates of CRs to the CS+S in the spider phobic subjects relative
to healthy control subjects. We hypothesized elevated responses in
structures of the fear network (amygdala, ACC, insula, mPFC,
thalamus). Further, we compared CRs elicited by the phobia-relevant
CS+S to those elicited by the non-phobia-relevant CS+A. Additionally, we compared the contrast CS+A vs. CS− between spider phobic
and healthy control subjects to test for group differences in general
conditionability (cf. Lissek et al., 2005, 2008).
Methods
Subjects
Fifteen spider phobic subjects (two males; Mage = 23.53;
SDage =3.27) and 14 healthy control subjects (two males, Mage =23.64;
SDage =3.43), were recruited from campus advertisements and received
8€/h for participation. All subjects were students at the University of
Giessen, right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Subjects were classiﬁed as spider phobic if they met the criteria for
speciﬁc phobia stated in the Diagnostic and Statistic Manual of Mental
Disorders (animal type: spiders; 300.29; DSM-IV, American Psychiatric
Association, 1994). Additionally, spider phobic subjects scored highly in
the Spider Phobia Questionnaire (SPQ; MSPQ =22.13; SDSPQ = 2.53;
Klorman et al., 1974). Healthy control subjects did not show symptoms
of spider phobia (MSPQ =2.29; SDSPQ =1.54). Additional psychopathological and neurological disorders were precluded by means of a short
structured clinical interview (Margraf, 1994). No subject had ever
received psychotropic medication. Participants were informed about
the procedure in general and gave written informed consent. All
experimental procedures were in accordance to the Declaration of

Helsinki and were approved by the ethics committee of the German
Psychological Society.
Stimuli
Three pictures of geometric ﬁgures (a rhomb, a square and a
parallelogram) served as CS. All ﬁgures were gray in color, had
identical luminance and were presented in 800 × 600 pixel resolution
against a black background. Three sets, each consisting of 16 pictures,
were employed as UCS. The ﬁrst set contained close-up views of
spiders (UCS+S), the second highly aversive scenes (UCS+A; e.g.
mutilations), and the third household items (non-UCS). The highly
aversive scenes were chosen because (1) they were successfully used
as UCS in a previous study (Klucken et al., 2009a), (2) they had been
judged nearly as aversive as spider pictures by spider phobic subjects
(Schienle et al., 2005) and (3) received nearly identical ratings by
spider phobic and healthy control subjects likewise (Schienle et al.,
2005). Neutral pictures were included as “non-UCS” to control for
visual processing. Pictures were taken from the International Affective
Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al., 1999; picture numbers: 3000, 3071,
3150, 3400, 6150, 7000, 7002, 7004, 7006, 7009, 7010, 7034, 7035,
7041, 7042, 7043, 7052, 7056, 7059, 7080, 7090, 7100, 7175, 7233,
9405) or were collected by the authors. Pictures were comparable with
regard to complexity as far as possible in order to prevent confounding
effects. Stimuli were projected onto a screen at the end of the scanner
(visual ﬁeld = 18°) using an LCD projector (EPSON EMP-7250) and
were viewed through a mirror mounted on the head coil.
Procedure
The experiment consisted of one acquisition and two extinction
phases. One extinction phase immediately followed the acquisition with
no delay (30 unreinforced trials, 10 per CS), the second extinction phase
was conducted 24 h later. Only data of the acquisition phase, consisting
of 48 trials, is reported here. Each CS was presented 16 times in pseudorandomized order for 8 s with the restrictions that (1) the same CS could
only appear twice in a row at most and (2) an equal quantity of each CS
within the ﬁrst and the second half of the experiment. The UCS was
presented immediately after the CS offset for 3 s (100% reinforcement
schedule). Each of the UCS pictures was shown only once during
acquisition. The CS-UCS allocation was counterbalanced between
subjects. In a random (equally distributed) interval of 1–2 s after the
UCS offset, participants had to react to a simple distracter task. This
procedure was chosen to (1) distract the attention away from the
aversive pictures during the inter trial interval (ITI) and (2) to enhance
overall vigilance (especially during the extinction phases). For this
purpose, an adapted version of the ﬂanker task (Eriksen and Eriksen,
1974) was used: ﬁve arrows appeared horizontally in the middle of the
screen. The four outer arrows (“ﬂanker stimuli”) always pointed in the
same direction (left or right), whereas the middle arrow (“target
stimulus”) pointed either in the same or in the opposite direction of the
ﬂanker arrows, resulting into four ﬂanker stimulus variants. Each
ﬂanker stimulus was presented four times after each of the UCS-types in
a pseudo-random order. Presentation time was 0.5 s at most or until the
subject responded via button-press. The ITI was 14–17.5 s. A ﬁxation
cross was presented in the centre of the screen during the ITI and the
interval between UCS offset and ﬂanker task onset. Prior to scanning,
subjects were familiarized with the ﬂanker task and were instructed to
attentively observe the different pictures and to look for regularities
between the stimuli.
Contingency awareness
Immediately after the entire conditioning procedure (acquisition
and extinction) subjects were asked to choose which of the three
geometric ﬁgures preceded each of the three UCS-types using a forced-
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choice questionnaire (cf. Dawson and Reardon, 1973). Subjects were
classiﬁed as contingency aware if they stated the correct allocations for
all three UCS-types. Subsequently, subjective estimations of the time
point of the development of contingency awareness were assessed.
Subjective ratings of the UCS and evaluative conditioning
Afterwards, subjects rated their subjective fear, disgust, valence and
arousal on a nine-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (“not frightening at
all”; “not disgusting at all”; “very unpleasant”; “calm and relaxed”) to 9
(“very frightening”; “very disgusting”; ‘very pleasant”; “very arousing”)
for each CS. Additionally, global ratings of the three UCS-types
were assessed using the same rating scales. Difference scores of the
three CS-types and the three UCS-types, respectively, were calculated
for each individual for each rating dimension (e.g. fearCS+A − fearCS−).
Statistical analyses of evaluative conditioning and UCS ratings were
performed by testing these difference scores using one- and two sample
t-tests as implemented in PASW for Windows (Release 18.0; SPSS Inc.
Illinois).
Skin conductance responses
SCRs were recorded concurrently with the fMRI scans using Ag/AgCl
electrodes ﬁlled with isotonic (0.05 M NaCl) electrolyte medium from
the hypothenar eminence of the left hand. Data of one healthy control
subject was lost, due to technical difﬁculties. SCRs were analyzed in
three different time windows (Prokasy and Ebel, 1967): The maximum
response within 1–4.5 s after CS onset was deﬁned as ﬁrst interval
response (FIR), the maximum response within 4.5–8 s after CS onset
was deﬁned as second interval response (SIR). The maximum response
within 0.5–3.0 s after UCS onset was deﬁned as the unconditioned
reaction (UCR). Subjects that did not show at least two SCRs greater than
.05 μS were classiﬁed as non-responders and excluded from further
analysis leaving 8 subjects in the healthy control group and 13 subjects
in the spider phobic group. Outliers were detected and discarded using a
distribution-free approach for multivariate skewed data (Hubert and
van der Veeken, 2008). To ensure comparability between subjects and
to render the distribution more towards normal data of each response
interval were individually z-transformed. Statistical analyses were
performed using paired t-tests as implemented in PASW for Windows
(Release 18.0; SPSS Inc. Illinois).
Magnetic resonance imaging
Functional and anatomical scans were obtained using a 1.5 T wholebody tomography (Siemens Symphony) with a standard head coil.
Structural image acquisition consisted of 160 T1-weighted sagittal
images (MPRage, 1 mm slice thickness). A gradient echo ﬁeld map
sequence was acquired before the functional image acquisition to obtain
information for unwarping B0 distortions. For functional imaging a total
of 1012 volumes (acquisition phase: 612) were recorded using a T2*weighted gradient echo-planar imaging sequence (EPI) with 25 slices
covering the whole brain (slice thickness = 5 mm; gap = 1 mm;
descending slice order; TA = 100 ms; TE = 55 ms; TR = 2.5 s; ﬂip
angle= 90°; ﬁeld of view = 192 mm× 192 mm; matrix size= 64× 64).
The orientation of the axial slices was tilted to parallel the OFC tissue–
bone transition to keep susceptibility artefacts to a minimum. Data were
analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM5, Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; 2005) implemented
in Matlab R2007b (Mathworks Inc., Sherborn, MA). Prior to all analyses,
unwarping and realignment to the ﬁrst volume (b-spline
interpolation), slice time correction and normalization to the standard
space of the Montreal Neurological Institute brain (MNI-brain) were
performed. Smoothing was executed with an isotropic three dimensional Gaussian kernel with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)
of 9 mm.
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Following experimental conditions were modelled: CS+S, CS+A,
CS− (ﬁrst and second half each), UCS+S, UCS+A, non-UCS, the four
ﬂanker task stimuli and button-presses. Durations of CS and UCS
were explicitly modelled. Three further regressors of no interest
contained the ﬁrst trial of each CS, as learning could not have
happened yet (cf. Phelps et al., 2004). To coarsely account for possible
temporal dynamics of the conditioned responses across trials we
modelled CS+S, CS+A and CS− for the ﬁrst and the second half of the
experiment separately (referred to as ﬁrst and second half of acquisition
in the following; cf. LaBar et al., 1998; Tabbert et al., 2005). Further, the
six movement parameters obtained by the realignment procedure were
introduced as covariates in the model. Regressors were convolved with
the canonical hemodynamic response function and the high pass ﬁlter
was set at 128 s. These subject level models were analyzed using the
general linear model with prewhitening. Contrasts of beta-estimates
were calculated for each individual.
The individual contrasts were analyzed in random effects group
analyses using one- and two-sample t-tests. The one-sample t-tests were
computed for the contrasts UCS+S>non-UCS, CS+S>CS− in both
groups separately and the contrasts UCS+S>UCS+A, CS+S>CS+A in
the spider phobic group. Moreover, we tested for group differences
in the contrasts UCS+S>non-UCS, UCS+A>non-UCS, CS+S>CS− and
CS+A>CS− using two-sample t-tests. All tests involving CS were
computed separately for the ﬁrst and the second half of acquisition. In
order to link BOLD responses to evaluative conditioning, we correlated
(voxel-wise simple regression) the mean differential (negative) valence
and arousal rating scores with neural activations in the contrast CS+A>
CS− in the entire sample and the contrast CS+S>CS− in the spider
phobic group.
Within all models, we used explorative as well as region of interest
(ROI) analyses for the following structures: bilateral amygdala, ACC,
mPFC, bilateral OFC, bilateral thalamus and bilateral insula. Masks
were taken from the probabilistic Harvard-Oxford Cortical and
Subcortical Structural Atlas (included in FSLView version 3.1; http://
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). Voxels were included in a mask if (1) the
probability of belonging to the desired structure was higher than the
probability for belonging to any other structure and (2) the probability
for belonging to the desired structure was p N .25. The ACC mask was
created by combining the masks for anterior cingulate cortex and
paracingulate cortex. The signiﬁcance threshold was set to α = .05 on
voxel level tests, corrected for multiple testing (family-wise-error
correction; FWE). ROI analyses were carried out using the small
volume correction option of SPM5. Additionally, trends until a value of
pcorr b .10 are reported.
Results
Contingency awareness
Three subjects in the healthy control group and four subjects in the
spider phobia group did not state the correct contingencies in the
forced-choice questionnaire. Contingency aware participants achieved
awareness during the initial trials of the experiment (Spider phobia
group: Mtrials = 6.32; SD= 2.42; healthy control group: Mtrials = 5.55;
SD= 2.11).
Subjective ratings
Subjective ratings of the UCS
One-sample t-tests revealed that the UCS ratings matched the
expected rating patterns: spider phobic subjects rated the UCS+S and
the UCS+A, respectively, as signiﬁcantly more fear-inducing, more
disgusting, more arousing and more unpleasant compared to the nonUCS (all p b .01). Further, spider phobic subjects rated the UCS+S as
more fear-inducing as the UCS+A (p b .01), no differences were found in
the other rating dimensions. Healthy control subjects rated the UCS+A
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more fear-inducing, more disgust-inducing, more unpleasant and more
arousing than the non-UCS and the UCS+S, respectively (all p b .01).
Further, healthy control subjects rated UCS+S signiﬁcantly more
disgusting, more unpleasant and more arousing than the non-UCS
(all p b .05). The two-sample t-tests revealed that the difference score
UCS+S − non-UCS was signiﬁcantly higher in spider phobic subjects
compared to controls (all p b .001) and the difference score UCS+A −
UCS+S was signiﬁcantly higher in controls compared to spider phobic
subjects in all rating dimensions (all p b .001). Figure S1 displays the
mean post hoc disgust, fear, valence and arousal ratings for the UCS+A,
the UCS+S and the non-UCS.
Evaluative conditioning
Fig. 1 displays the mean post hoc disgust, fear, valence and arousal
ratings for the CS+A, the CS+S and the CS− in the spider phobic and the
healthy control group. The one-sample t-tests revealed that spider
phobic subjects rated the CS+S as signiﬁcantly more fear-inducing,
more disgusting, more arousing and more unpleasant compared to the
CS− (all p b .05) and the CS+A as more disgust-inducing, more
unpleasant and more arousing (all p b .05) and marginally more fearinducing (p b .10) compared to the CS−. Further, spider phobic subjects
rated the CS+S as marginally more fear-inducing compared to the
CS+A (p b .10). Healthy control subjects rated the CS+A as more
disgust-inducing, more arousing, more unpleasant (all p b .05) and
marginally more fear inducing (p b .10) compared to the CS− and the
CS+S, respectively. The two-sample t-tests revealed that the difference
score CS+S− CS− was signiﬁcantly higher in spider phobic subjects
compared to controls (all p b .005) and the difference score CS+A −
CS+S was signiﬁcantly higher in controls compared to spider phobic
subjects in all rating dimensions (all p b .05).
Skin conductance responses
Unconditioned responses
The spider phobic group showed signiﬁcantly higher SCRs to the
UCS+S compared to the non-UCS (t12 = 3.74; p = .003) and signiﬁcantly higher SCRs to the UCS+A compared to the non-UCS
(t12 = 2.45; p = .031). No signiﬁcantly differences were found in the
comparison UCS+A vs. UCS+S. The healthy control group showed
signiﬁcantly higher SCRs to the UCS+A compared to the non-UCS
(t7 = 3.89; p = .006) and signiﬁcantly higher SCRs to the UCS+A
compared to the UCS+S (t7 = 3.20; p = .015). No signiﬁcant differences were found in the healthy control group in the comparison UCS+S
vs. non-UCS. Figure S2 displays mean z-transformed SCRs and standard
errors of the mean for the UCS+A, the UCS+S and the non-UCS in the
healthy control and the spider phobic group.

Fig. 1. Mean subjective ratings (and standard errors of the mean) for the CS+A, the CS+S
and the CS− in the healthy control and the spider phobic group. * indicates p b .05;
#
indicates p b .10.

Conditioned responses
First interval responses. The spider phobic group showed signiﬁcantly
greater SCRs to the CS+S in the comparison CS+S vs. CS− (t12 = 2.38;
p = .034). No signiﬁcant differences between the CS+A and the CS−
nor the CS+S and the CS+A emerged in any group.
Second interval responses. No signiﬁcant effects were found in any
comparison in the SIR.
fMRI
Unconditioned responses
Structures, correction volume (whole brain and ROI), coordinates of
peak voxels, t-values and pcorr-values for all UCS-contrasts are displayed
in Table S1 of the supplementary material. In addition, two supplementary tables contain the analyses of the unconditioned responses
separately for the ﬁrst and the second half (Table S2 and S3).
Conditioned responses
Structures, correction volume (whole brain and ROI), coordinates
of peak voxels, t-values and pcorr-values for all CS-contrasts in the ﬁrst
half of acquisition are displayed in Table 1.
CS+S N CS− (ﬁrst half of acquisition). The between group comparison of
this contrast revealed signiﬁcantly greater activations of the spider
phobic group in the mPFC and the right insula, as well as marginally
signiﬁcant effects in the ACC, bilaterally in the amygdala and bilaterally
in the thalamus (see Fig. 2). In the separate analysis of the spider phobic
group signiﬁcant effects were found in the ACC, the mPFC, the right
insula and the left amygdala, as well as marginally signiﬁcant effects in
the left OFC, and the left thalamus. Additionally, the exploratory whole
Table 1
Localization and statistics of the peak voxels of the contrasts CS+S N CS−, CS+A N CS−,
CS+A N CS+S and CS+S N CS+A in the ﬁrst half of acquisition. The threshold was
pcorr b .05 (FWE-corrected according to SPM5; for ROI: Small volume correction).
Additionally, trends until a value of pcorr b .10 are reported. All coordinates are given in
MNI space. Degrees of freedom were dfphobics = 14, dfcontrols = 13 and dfall = 28 for the
one-sample t-tests and dfgroup = 27 for the group comparisons.
Contrast

Group

CS+S N CS−

Phobia

Brain Structure

Cerebellum*
ACC
OFC
mPFC
Insula
Amygdala
Thalamus
Control
No signiﬁcant
Phobia N Control ACC
mPFC
Insula
Amygdala
Amygdala
Thalamus
Thalamus
Control N Phobia No signiﬁcant
CS+A N CS−
Phobia N Control No signiﬁcant
Control N Phobia No signiﬁcant
All
Precuneus*
ACC
mPFC
Insula
OFC
OFC
Thalamus
Thalamus
CS+A N CS+S Phobia
No signiﬁcant
CS+S N CS+A Phobia
Amygdala
Amygdala
* indicates exploratory whole brain analyses.

x

−9
12
−12
3
33
−24
15
results
12
0
33
−24
30
−15
15
results
results
results
−15
9
9
−39
−24
12
−9
12
results
−24
24

y

z

tmax

pcorr

−63
42
36
39
21
−12
−15

−33
21
−24
−24
6
−12
6

8.16
5.26
3.84
5.75
4.40
3.64
3.79

.037
.042
.096
.004
.035
.035
.077

30
36 4.22 .056
51 −27 4.06 .016
21
6 3.71 .043
−15 −12 2.81 .082
0 −15 2.80 .083
−36
−3 3.46 .070
−15
6 3.50 .061

−66
33 6.14 .033
6
42 4.45 .036
42 −12 4.70 .004
9
0 3.51 .067
36 −21 4.95 .004
9 −18 4.22 .017
−9
0 3.48 .070
−27
0 3.44 .072
−9 −12 2.88 .094
−15 −12 2.95 .086
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Fig. 2. Neural activations of group spider phobia N control for the contrast CS+S N CS− in the ﬁrst half of acquisition (see color bars for exact t-values). Additionally, mean contrast
estimates (and standard errors of the mean) to CS+S and CS− in the respective peak voxels are illustrated in the bar graphs. Threshold for displaying the images is set at p = .005
uncorrected.

brain analyses showed signiﬁcant effects in the cerebellum. No
signiﬁcant effects were found in the separate analysis of the healthy
control group.
CS+S N CS− (second half of acquisition). No signiﬁcant effects
were found in the between group comparison of this contrast and
also in the separate analysis of the healthy control group. The spider
phobic group showed marginally signiﬁcant effects in the left
thalamus (x = −3 y = −12 z = 5; tmax = 4.26; p = .052).
CS+A N CS− (ﬁrst half of acquisition). No signiﬁcant effects were found
in the between group comparisons of this contrast. Thus, the two
groups were merged into one. In the entire group, signiﬁcant effects
were found in the ACC, the mPFC, bilaterally in the OFC. Further,
marginally signiﬁcant effects were found bilaterally in the thalamus
and in the left insula. In addition, the exploratory whole brain analysis
revealed signiﬁcant effects in the left precuneus.
CS+A N CS− (second half of acquisition). No signiﬁcant effects were
found in the between group comparison of this contrast. Thus, the two

groups were merged into one. In the entire group marginally
signiﬁcant effects were found in the left OFC (x = −30 y = 30 z = 0;
t = 3.49; p = .086) and in the thalamus (x = 0 y = 12 z = 6;
tmax = 3.58; p = .057).
CS+S N CS+A (ﬁrst half of acquisition). Marginally signiﬁcant effects
were detected in the spider phobic group bilaterally in the amygdala.
CS+S N CS+A (second half of acquisition). Signiﬁcant effects were found
in the spider phobic group bilaterally in the amygdala (left: x = −24
y = −9 z = −18; tmax = 3.80; p = .031; right: x = 27 y = −6 z = −18;
tmax = 4.26; p = .016; see Fig. 3).
CS+A N CS+S. No signiﬁcant effects were found in the spider phobic
group in neither half of the acquisition.
Correlational analyses
The spider phobic group displayed signiﬁcant positive correlations
between the differential arousal rating scores (i.e. arousalCS+S −
arousalCS−) and the contrast CS+S − CS− in the exploratory whole

Fig. 3. Neural activations of the left and the right amygdala for the contrast CS+S N CS+A in the second half of acquisition in the spider phobia group. Additionally, mean contrast
estimates (and standard errors of the mean) to CS+S (gray bars) and CS+A (black bars) in the respective peak voxels are illustrated in the bar graphs. Threshold for displaying the
images is set at p = .005 uncorrected.
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brain analyses in the parahippocampal gyrus (r = .93; x = 30 y = −27
z = −24; tmax = 9.27; p = .015) and the right amygdala (r = .92;
x = 27 y = −12 z = −15; tmax = 8.46; p = .041). Further, the ROI
analyses revealed signiﬁcant correlations in the ACC (r = .88; x = −12
y = 54 z = 6; tmax = 6.83; p = .010), the frontal medial cortex (r = .82;
x = 3 y = 51 z = −27; tmax = 5.23; p = .015); the right OFC (r = .87;
x = 42 y = 27 z = −21; tmax = 6.34; p = .005), the right insula (r = .81;
x = 36 y = −9 z = 15; tmax = 4.90; p = .025), the left amygdala
(r = .79; x = −30 y = −3 z = −27; tmax = 4.58; p = .012) and the
bilateral thalamus (left: r = .78; x = −3 y = −27 z = 3; tmax = 4.50;
p = .044; right: r = .79; x = 12 y = −12 z = 18; tmax = 4.69; p = .032).
Moreover, the spider phobic group showed signiﬁcant correlations
between the differential valence scores (i.e. valenceCS+S − valenceCS−)
and the contrast CS+S− CS− in the bilateral insula (left: r = .78; x =
−42 y = 9 z = −6; tmax = 4.47; p = .041; right: r = .80; x = 36 y = 6
z = 0; tmax = 4.72; p = .030) and the bilateral amygdala (left: r = .71;
x = −24 y = −9 z = −15; tmax = 3.67; p = .041; right: r = .80; x = 27
y = −12 z = −15; = 4.77; p = .009).
The correlational analyses of the differential arousal and valence
ratings scores (i.e. arousalCS+A − arousalCS− and valenceCS+A −
valenceCS−), respectively, and the contrast CS+A − CS− in the entire
sample revealed no signiﬁcant results.
Discussion
The present study investigated CRs in spider phobic and healthy
control subjects using phobia-relevant and highly aversive but nonphobia-relevant UCS. As the main ﬁnding, enhanced brain activations to
the phobia-relevant CS+S were found in the spider phobic group in the
fear network, including the amygdala, the insula, the ACC, the mPFC and
the OFC. Further, the spider phobic group displayed stronger amygdala
activations to the CS+S as compared to the CS+A reﬂecting exaggerated
processing of disorder-relevant cues. In addition, spider phobic and
healthy control subjects did not differ with regard to the responses to
the CS+A, implicating no differences in general conditionability.
Subjective ratings clearly indicate successful evaluative conditioning in both groups. Regarding SCRs, spider phobic subjects displayed
robust CRs to the CS+S, reﬂecting the high impact of phobia-relevant
environmental cues in speciﬁc phobia. The picture is less clear for the
CS+A. Neither group showed the expected differentiation. However,
previous studies using pictorial UCS also failed to ﬁnd differential SCRs
(Wessa and Flor, 2007; Klucken et al., 2009b; Olatunji, 2006).
Concerning the conditioned neuronal responses, the contrast
CS+S N CS− provoked signiﬁcantly greater responses in spider
phobic compared to healthy control subjects in the mPFC and the
right insula as well as marginally enhanced activations in the
bilateral amygdala, the ACC and the bilateral thalamus. Moreover,
the comparison of the CS+S and the CS+A in the spider phobic
group revealed greater amygdala activation to the phobia-relevant
CS. These results are in line with models of phobic fear that
emphasize the importance of the amygdala in the processing of
phobic threat (Bishop, 2007; Öhman and Mineka, 2001; Bremner,
2004). The ﬁnding of enhanced amygdala responses only to the
phobia-relevant CS+S supports the view that, in contrast to other
anxiety disorders, e.g. posttraumatic stress disorder (Rauch et al.,
2000), hyperreactive amygdala responses occur only in response
to disorder-relevant cues (cf. Wright et al., 2003). This pattern of
brain activity also ﬁts well with the subjective experiences of
patients with speciﬁc phobias, i.e. dysfunctionally elevated fear
reactions to their phobic object, but “normal” fear reactions to
non-phobic situations. This was also mirrored in the strong
correlations between amygdala responses and subjective ratings
of the CS.
In contrast to the long-term accepted role of the amygdala in the
generation of pathological fear responses, the view of the insula as a
key structure within the context of anxiety disorders has only recently

emerged (Etkin and Wager, 2007). In addition to the ﬁnding of altered
insula activity in symptom provocation, enhanced reactions of the
insula have been observed in fear conditioning in social anxiety
disorder (Veit et al., 2002), as well as in anticipatory anxiety in speciﬁc
phobia (Straube et al., 2007) and social anxiety disorder (Lorberbaum
et al., 2004; but see Tillfors et al., 2002). The insula has been
implicated in processes related to self-awareness of bodily arousal
states that may lead to anxiety-related behaviors (Phan et al., 2004).
Recently, the insula has been proposed to be central to subjective
anxiety proneness due to its ability to generate interoceptive
prediction signals (Paulus and Stein, 2006). In line with this view of
a close relation of insula activity to conscious behavior, we found
signiﬁcant correlations between the subjective valence and arousal
ratings in the spider phobic group.
Enhanced ACC activations have been reported as a correlate of
symptom provocation in speciﬁc phobia (Goossens et al., 2007; Straube
et al., 2006) and have been shown to correlate with subjective fear
ratings in the anticipation of phobic material (Straube et al., 2007). In
accordance, ACC responses were related to subjective arousal ratings in
this study. More generally, differential ACC responses are a typical
ﬁnding in classical fear conditioning studies (for reviews see e.g. Büchel
and Dolan, 2000; Sehlmeyer et al., 2009) and during anticipation of
threat (Mechias et al., 2010). In a broader context, altered ACC responses
have been observed during confrontation with aversive stimuli and have
been shown to correlate with subjective emotion and emotional
awareness (e.g. Lang et al., 1998; for reviews see Bush et al., 2000;
Phan et al., 2004).
The ﬁnding of higher mPFC and amygdala responses in concert is in
contrast to studies reporting decreased (pre)frontal activity during
symptom provocation in speciﬁc phobia (Fredrikson et al., 1995;
Johanson et al., 1998; Carlsson et al., 2004; Schienle et al., 2007).
Further, the conscious anticipation of phobic stimuli did not result in
enhanced mPFC and amygdala activations (Straube et al., 2007). A
parsimonious explanation of this result would be that these activations
could be a correlate of the association process between CS and UCS.
Brain activity in the mPFC has been frequently observed in fear
conditioning studies (Sehlmeyer et al., 2009), but not consistently
when subjects were instructed about CS-UCS contingencies in forehand
(Mechias et al., 2010). Activity in the mPFC has been associated to the
extinction of conditioned fear responses and emotion regulation
processes and, which are considered to be conveyed by the ability of
the mPFC to exert inhibitory control over the amygdala (Rauch et al.,
2006; Stein et al., 2008; Phan et al., 2004). It can be speculated, that the
hyperactivation in the mPFC could be the result of an attempt to (down)
regulate a hyper-functioning amygdala. However, this speculation is
relativized by the recent ﬁnding of functional decoupling between
prefrontal areas and the amygdala during the induction of phobic fear
(Ahs et al., 2009).
Notably, the pattern of brain activity in response to the phobiarelevant CS in the spider phobic group resembles recent ﬁndings of
symptom provocation studies (Etkin and Wager, 2007). This implies
that pavlovian conditioning could be the mechanism that elicits the
exaggerated fear network activity in response to disorder speciﬁc
stimuli, which is in accordance to etiological models of speciﬁc phobia
(Öhman and Mineka, 2001; Antony and Barlow, 2002; Mineka and
Oehlberg, 2008).
Turning to the contrast CS+A N CS−, the observed pattern of results
is largely in line with a previous study in our lab (Klucken et al., 2009a).
Attempting to add to the ongoing debate, if subjects with anxiety
disorders differ from healthy controls in terms of their general
conditionability (see Lissek et al., 2005), we analyzed the contrast CS+
A N CS− for group differences. The lack of signiﬁcant effects favors the
view that this is not the case; however, one should keep in mind, that
absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Instead, the presented
data suggests that concerning speciﬁc phobia, the disorder-relevance of
the UCS is the more important factor.
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To coarsely account for possible temporal dynamics of the
conditioned responses across trials we analyzed ﬁrst and second half
of the experiment separately. Strikingly, we found more broadly
distributed activity in the ﬁrst half as compared to the second half.
However, amygdala responses in the contrast CS+S N CS+A in phobic
subjects were larger in the second half. Possible interpretations of these
results are differences in the speed of acquisition of CRs dependent on
phobia-relevance. Alternatively, the observed pattern of results could be
due to reduced habituation of the amygdala in spider phobic subjects to
phobia-relevant CS. The lack of signiﬁcant differentiations in the second
half of the experiment in all structures except the amygdala slightly
favors the latter interpretation, although it is not possible to deﬁnitively
resolve this issue with the employed design.
In conclusion, the current study presented subjective, electrodermal and neuronal correlates of conditioned responses in speciﬁc
phobia. Overall, the presented data conﬁrm that the picture–picture
conditioning paradigm is a suitable way of investigating the impact of
affective learning on different response levels. This is the ﬁrst study to
investigate neuronal correlates of affective learning in speciﬁc phobia
using phobia-relevant as well as generally aversive UCS. We found
hyperactivation of brain areas belonging to the fear network in
response to the phobia-relevant CS in spider phobic subjects,
especially of the amygdala. The reported data is in line with models
of the neuronal processes in speciﬁc phobia and further contributes to
a more sophisticated understanding of the disorder.
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